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It hit us like a ton of bricks.
Late in the summer of 2008 we experienced a 3 week period of time
that illustrated just how unhealthy Tennesseans can be AND that poor air
quality impacted our programming. The sudden realization that these 2
things posed major threats to us certainly got our attention.
But what to do? The easy and maybe typical response was to think of
ways to amend our experience; walk less, be less active, maybe move indoors. We soon realized this approach would take us off course and away
from our mission. Our efforts needed to focus 180o from this.
A book by Ryan Holiday titled “The Obstacle is the Way” gave us some
ideas. Since we suddenly found ourselves in both the fitness business and
the environmental initiatives business, we educated ourselves about efforts in those fields (efforts that continue to this day). We learned about
the connections between these 2 things; like the importance of being
outside and the value of good (and local) nutrition. We discovered that
personal happiness is inextricably linked to fitness and being outside and a
healthy outdoor environment. We discovered programming options.

In short we found Fit.Green.Happy.®
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Fit.

Body of Evidence

The benefits of exercise are many and well-documented—First, there
are the purely physical benefits, like increased cardiovascular and musculoskeletal health, which has been shown to decrease the risk of heart
disease, arthritis, osteoporosis, and some cancers. Most of us probably
knew that. But what’s less known, and possibly more intriguing, are the
effects of exercise on our brain, especially our emotions. Research has
shown that regular exercise helps balance the neurotransmitters in our
brains, which helps us focus and keeps our mood stable. Having the ideal balance of neurotransmitters may even increase the positivity of our
mood. Researchers call these “brain derived neurotropic factors,” which
basically act like miracle grow for our brains.
Exercise also has important anti-aging effects, which means it can help
us stay healthier longer so that age-related decline is short as possible.
But it’s not just about living longer—it’s also about living happier and
healthier. It’s about increasing the quality of our lives in addition to the
quantity. Since we’re all about doing good and changing the world, it
makes sense that we would want to promote initiatives that would keep
us, our participants, and our communities more active for longer.

What We Want

Ideally, we want 90% of our staff, participants, and members of our
campus and city community to exercise three hours a week.
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What We’re Doing

We’re working with our campus and community partners to increase
access to opportunities for exercise. Currently, our most successful initiative has been Camp 4, which is a weekly outdoor fitness smorgasbord
consisting of drop-in personal training sessions and fitness assessments,
yoga, and open climbing on the Alpine Tower and in the bouldering cave.
Parlaying from the success of Camp 4, Mountain Challenge has begun to
offer personalized fitness services through its hired personal trainers and
yoga instructors. In addition to Camp 4, the Maryville College campus is
home to a 140-acre woods with five miles of trails in addition to campus
property, which boasts a square mile loop perfect for strolling during the
lunch hour. The college is also in the process of renovating its alumni gym
into a new wellness center, which will provide additional space for intramural sports, group fitness classes, and weight training equipment. Mountain Challenge continues to host weekly outdoor trips open to students,
including hiking, climbing, paddling, and caving.
Moreover, last year Maryville College became an Exercise is Medicine –
On Campus® school, which recognizes colleges and universities’ initiatives
to increase access to opportunities for exercise and physical fitness for
its students, faculties, and staff. Fitness is now an integral part of a new
major, Outdoor Studies and Tourism, and continues to infiltrate the rest of
the academic curriculum.
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Green.

Body of Evidence

The “green” component represents two concepts: The importance of
being outside as well as taking care of the outside through environmentally sustainable practices. It just makes sense to take care of what you love,
and developing a love of the outdoors leads to the desire to protect it.

Time Outside

Research is beginning to show that being outside affects our brain chemistry in much the same way as physical fitness—it increases the number
of positive neurotransmitters, leading to a more stable and overall more
positive mood. Putting two and two together, it stands to reason that if
both exercising and being outside are good for you, then exercising while
outside is even better—that is, the benefits are squared, creating a positive health phenomenon that is more than the sum of its parts.

What We Want

Ideally, we’d like 90% of our campus and community to spend at least
3 hours a week outside (which can be the same 3 hours spent exercising—
that would be awesome!). Those 3 hours should also come in increments
no shorter than 20 minutes so that it’s the experience of being outside is
emphasized rather than merely using the outside as a means to achieve
some other end.
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For water hounds, there are 9 accessible rivers (4 of which are designated
as Wild & Scenic) and 12 recreational lakes that are begging to be rafted
or kayaked;
For hiking gurus, it doesn’t get much better than the Smokies, but there
is also Big South Fork close by;
For those who’d rather get off the beaten path, there are 2 national forests and 5 state parks/state wilderness management areas and 2 scenic
parkways;
And for those who’d rather stick to tamer activities, they can choose from

What We’re Doing

10 municipal parks and greenway systems in the area.

In addition to many of the initiatives we’ve implemented to increase
physical activity (the vast majority of which take place outside), we also
have made available resources to get outside beyond the boundaries of
the college campus. The Maryville/Alcoa Greenbelt, for instance, is accessible just off campus and winds its way through 18 miles of our community, making it a convenient option for walking, running, or cycling. For
more adventures, we recommend venturing to the following locales, all
within 90 minutes of campus:
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Environmental Sustainability
What We’re Doing

The campus itself boasts a number of impressive sustainability initiatives:
As part of the 1982 World’s Fair, which was hosted in Knoxville and focused
on energy, the college built a steam plant to provide heat. It was the
first—and remains the only—college in the state to generate the heat with
biomass (aka wood waste). It’s a fairly simple, mostly automated process
that burns pretty clean and provides heat for all but 4 of the buildings on
campus property.
Other renewable energy projects on campus include a 12-array solar panel, which provides about half of Mountain Challenge’s electricity during
the summer months, and Solar Dok picnic tables, whose roofs are studded
with solar panels that run to outlets on the tables. Students can use these
to charge computers or phones while they study (outside!).

We know that doing good for the environment isn’t just good for its own
sake—it’s also good for business. And we aren’t the only ones who know
that. According to a survey by the Sloan Business School, more than 90%
of companies agree that incorporating environmental sustainability into
business practices translates to a better bottom line and helps bolster a
strong local green economy.
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Beginning in the 1990s, the college shifted away from using big, centrally
located light fixtures in classrooms and residence halls and instead began
to implement “task lighting,” which uses smaller, more efficient light fixtures to illuminate only the areas necessary for the task at hand. It is now
in the process of transitioning from compact fluorescent light bulbs to the
more efficient LED bulbs. All of these practices earned the college a Green
Light Award from the state of Tennessee, which rewards entities who are
making strides toward more energy efficient lighting.
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In 2013, the college’s most historic and beloved building, Anderson Hall,
underwent an intensive renovation. In the process, it became one of the
most energy efficient buildings on campus. The entire shell of the building
was left intact, which included an abundance of windows that allowed for
natural lighting in the classrooms. Additionally, an innovative insulation
technique provides for a moisture management system that helps keep
the building drier and less prone to inefficient heating and cooling cycles.
And lastly, in the process of renovating the building’s storied bell tower,
workers stumbled upon an endangered species of bats, which by law had
to be relocated. So with the help of our biology faculty, we built and stationed two small “bat houses” and a larger “bat condominium” to house
them.
Another way the college is looking to reduce its environmental impact is
through its paper use—in 2014, students used 1.2 million pieces of paper. A
new program allows students to print from personal devices, which reduces the impact on the most-used printers, and the default printing method
is 2-sided. Students are now subjected to a 500-paper limit per semester,
and faculty are encouraged to have students submit assignments online or
on recycled paper. These practices have reduced paper consumption by
50% over four years. The next step is to look at upstream purchasing of
100% recycled paper.
The Association for Advancement of Sustainability in Higher Education
(AASHE) is the primary organization that tracks colleges and universities
across the country and ranks them according to sustainability. We are
currently rated as a sliver institution thanks to our increased emphasis on
sustainability in the curriculum (30+ classes explicitly address sustainability, and all divisions have sustainability educational outcomes), which now
includes 3 new programs in Outdoor Studies & Tourism (major), Sustainability (minor), and Environmental Science (minor).
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The college has also encouraged reusable water bottle use by replacing
aging water fountains with water-refilling stations.
On the food front, the college has partnered with its food service provider, Metz Culinary, to increase the presence of local food in the main dining
hall. Local partner providers include Mayfield Dairy and Bush Beans, and
local farm partners include Spencer Mountain produce, Century Harvest
Meats and produce, and Rocky Park Organics. The latter is an all-inclusive
aquaponics operation that is also working to provide student work and
internship opportunities for students. What’s more, a new initiative called
the Farm to Table Student Enterprise seeks to promote awareness of local
food providers on campus and in the community by working with some of
our local food partners.
The Food Recovery Network has also provided a platform for student involvement—since February 2016, the student-led group from the college
has donated over two tons of usable food to meet the needs of local food
banks.
The college is also a leader in recycling: WestRock, a local cardboard
manufacturer, collects all of the campus’s recycling from multiple single-stream bins, including 150 rentable in-room bins for students. The recyclable items are listed clearly on each bin to reduce contamination, and
the all in total, the college recycles about 60 tons a year. This translates
to a 30-35% diversion rate of all campus waste. The goal is 35%.
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But perhaps the crown jewel of sustainability on campus is Mountain Challenge. The headquarters, a 19th century farmhouse, is the third-oldest
LEED Gold® building in the country. 90-95% of the waste is diverted from
the landfill, and up to 50% of the electricity is made on site through solar
panels. The Fit.Green.Happy® initiative, with its emphasis on reciprocity
and giving back to the earth, makes it a unique spot for experiencing
how the “green” impacts our well-being. The yoga deck in the back yard,
which is made from recycled plastic, is the ultimate symbol of this concept.
The college’s woods, known officially as the Maryville College Stewardship
Forest, is carefully managed by a committee to ensure its longevity. The
140-acre swath of wild habitat is the largest contiguous greenspace remaining in the city of Maryville, necessitating scrupulous care. Currently,
the woods’ 100-year plan includes management of invasive species like
English Ivy, Privet, and Bush Honeysuckle, as well as attention to the population of Box Turtles, which is the most robust in the state. Guidelines
are provided to direct user activities, and student Woods Ambassadors
help campus security patrol the area for potential violations.

What We Want

We want our entire campus community engaged in an intentional environmental initiative.
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Where We’re Going

Now that sustainability is embedded everywhere in the college curriculum, it’s not hard for students to participate in some sustainable activities. But opportunities for voluntary participation include the Farm to
Table Student Enterprise, the Environmental Action Team, and Mountain
Challenge. Additionally, Gibson Hall has become a Fit. Green. Happy.®
residence hall, meaning that the students who choose to live there participate willingly in environmentally friendly activities like recycling and
reduced electricity consumption.
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Happy.

Body of Evidence

Happiness is one of those elusive concepts that has been mystifying
scientists and researchers for decades—what it is, what it isn’t, what it
means. And honestly, we still don’t know a whole lot. But there are a few
things we do know. For instance, we know that people who are physically
healthier tend to be happier than those who aren’t as healthy. From this,
we can glean that happiness is connected to energy and vitality. We also
know that those who maintain strong and healthy social relationships are
happier, as are those who regularly engage in work or projects they find
meaningful. As previously mentioned, there is also evidence that being
in nature increases our mood and makes us happier. We also know that
freedom, autonomy, a sense of purpose, and security all contribute to
happiness.
What is somewhat less clear is how to achieve happiness. We don’t profess to have all the answers, but we know there are things we can do to
foster physical health, social relationships, vocation, and self-confidence.
And we can do that outside.
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Measuring the Outcomes
Beginning in the fall of 2017, all first-year students take a survey about
their current participation in regular exercise, their level of environmental awareness, how much time they spend outside (i.e. how much they
value the outdoors), and their level of happiness (as measured by the
Oxford Happiness index). This survey will be repeated throughout their
time at Maryville, and these results are being used in various senior study
projects and theses, which will help us measure the impact of our efforts.

What We’re Doing

While we hope a by-product of all of our other programs is increased
happiness and overall well-being, we are working both with the college’s
student affairs department and faculty to increase awareness of new research linked to happiness—things like the importance of sleep, mindfulness, resilience and grit. We are also offering opportunities to foster those
skills in our “Analog” zones, which are grassy and wooded spaces where
students can sit, study, read, or simply be.
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